Swivel Head Reflector Support Holder Arm with Light Stand Tripod and Reflector Panel

AGG2087_V2

PATENT PENDING

[1] x Photo Reflector Holder
[1] x Photo Studio Light Stand
[1] x 5-in-1 Round Photo Reflector Disc Panel

Gold: Soft Warm Skin Tone Effect, Sunset Portrait
Silver: Cold and Bright Effect, Increased Highlight, Improved Color Saturation
White: Neutral Color Temperature Effect, Evenly Spread Light Stream
Black: Blocks Unwanted Light, Darker and Softer Tone Effect
Translucent: Softens Sharp Light, Less Contrast Between Hotspot and Shadow

How to Fold Reflector
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1. Unlock the arm lock to adjust the length of the arm from 26 inch to 45 inch.

2. Untighten the middle screw to twist the arm angle.

3. Release the lever to unlock the neck and pivot the arm bar to get your desired angle.

4. Push the clip down to attach the reflector panel to the arm.

5. Attach the arm bar to the light stand and secure it.